Magnetic Glass Board Accessories Tray ELR-13129
6pc Rare Earth Round Magnets ELR-13130

SUGGESTED USE

- For use with ALL magnetic surfaces, including magnetic dry erase & magnetic glass boards.
- Super strong neodymium (rare earth) magnets are the only type of magnets that will work with glass boards.
- Magnetic tray holds 8 dry erase markers in upright position, as well as an eraser on tray surface.

⚠️ WARNING

⚠️ This product contains small magnet(s).
⚠️ Keep magnets out of reach of children and do not allow children to handle.
⚠️ Swallowed magnets can stick together across intestines causing serious infections and death.
⚠️ Seek immediate medical attention if magnet(s) are swallowed or inhaled.

Construction

ABS plastic and neodymium magnets

Care and Cleaning

Clean with soft damp cloth.

Warranty

Limited 1 year warranty.